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Appendix I

Finding data

a. Azis

Ok, actually I don’t know.
When I was child, I always ((pause)) playing, I was always play with my friend, foot ball, fishing ((nod)), anything.
But sometime, I go to field but that’s not often
And ((pause)) what I was most like…….((smile)) ((nod))
But like the most is playing foot ball.
But now I dislike ((nod)) playing football,
I don’t know why..may be because I ever got like accident.((smile))
That’s make my ((pause)) my hand brake and it was very hard. ((smile))
And ((pause)) what else? ((pause))
My childhood is just so so (***) Nothing special..
More ((pause))? There is nothing special in my childhood
Ok enough ach

b. Nila

Ok my name is nila fauziah,,,, (***)
I want to tell you about my hobby.
My hobby is update status in facebook. ((smile))
I think with updating status in facebook I can express my idea, my poem, on the status. (***)
But, seldom, I write my poem on my facebook or my diary
Because I think my poem my expressing idea.
(***) And ((pause)) I always updating status ((pause)) if I get a problem or get sadness or something ((pause))
And ((pause)) with my facebook I can know other person in Indonesia or other country
But, seldom, I ((pause)) I know the foreign person (***)) but it is not impolite because they also talk ((pause)) talk ((pause)) talk about from something but I don’t like
But I like updating status in facebook
But, seldom, I like ((pause)) like expressing my poem on the status
Just like that ((smile)) …thanks

c. Jannah

Oke my name is jannah
I want to tell about artist Indonesia, Agnes Monica. ((smile))
Agnes Monica is talented girl.
He has ((pause)) he has beautiful voice and beautiful face.
I think Indonesia I think Agnes Monica bring the Indonesia good.
So, I think Indonesia ((pause)) can be ((pause)) can be make other artist to be like Agnes Monica. Just like that.
((smile)) Ok I want to tell about my mother
My mother is ((pause)) excellent woman to me because mother ((pause)) was born me, and then my mother ((pause)) care me.
When I sad, I can tell about my problem to my mother.
Although ((pause)) my mother long distance with me, but ((pause)) but my heart always near with my mother. ((smile))
I always miss with her because long time I not see.
And ((pause)) I want to ((pause)) I want to ((pause)) I want to invite my mother to join with me in Semarang. (***)
Thanks

d. Desi
I just ((pause))
Actually, I have no ((pause)) I have no story for you to tell story with you.
But I just want to tell my experience when I get the holiday last semester ((point)) last semester ago.
Yeah... of course every student in IAIN and every university, of course, get the holiday after get the final test.
And I want to tell you my experience ((smile)) my experience when holiday.
Especially for my class ((pause)) my place we decided to go to ((smile)) to tourism place together.
And some of my friends went to beach especially to Bandengan beach.
(*** At least six (***) eleven students went there.
Yeah... I also join them but (***) but (***) but (***) but not all of my friends can join there because (***) the transportation (***) by motor cycle.
So, we just (***) we just (***) went to Bandengan beach just at least eleven ((pause)) eleven ((pause)) eleven ((pause)) eleven people.
My experience (***) When (***) when we were there, there are a lot activitie there (***) such as swim, and then ((    )), take the sand, water, and then coral rive, and then we take a picture and then (***) eat together ate together ((smile)) ate together.
Of course that’s important for us, consumption is the most important.
If we holiday, yeah... we swim there.
There are a lot of visitors there because (***) that’s (***) at (***) on Sunday so there are a lot of visitors there

e. Heny

Assalamualaikum.. my name is Heni Sholihah.
And just I want to ((pause)) give you about my own question that is very important question that we have to consider and we have to applied in your ((pause)) the real life.
The first question is; have you ever seen someone throw rubbish in the river, in everywhere and it’s very disturbing you?
Ok, alright and now ((pause)) we want to ((pause)) I want you to know about our environment.
May be, most of us has known about a global warming.
That’s our nature, our earth become damage and it can burden our life.
Unfortunately, most of us doesn’t care…. Don’t care about our situation right now.
Many people throw rubbish everywhere.
They d- give some pollution for our environment.
They produce smoke and they also didn’t ((pause)) don’t care about our garbage, rubbish and this is very irony right?
Because we know ((pause)) we have known about global warming but we do now.
So, the next question is about what will we do or what have we done to solve this problem?
You know that to solve this problem we need action not only talking about that.
But we need real action in our real life and ((pause)) we will do it collectively it can give the better to our environment.
The first is about minimizing the pollution.
We can reduce the use of electricity and we can also reuse the plastic bag that we get and it can decrease the number of garbage. And also ((pause)) we can do planting and we can give reboitation for our forest because there are still a lot of deforestation in our country. Just for,
If one persons plants one vegetable, one plant, also it can decrease the number of air pollution in our air area.¹
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